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Applied Computing Center Software List
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The following software is available in the Applied Computing Center:

Windows 7 Enterprise 64-Bit

7-Zip
DARcorporation Advanced Aircraft Analysis
Adobe Acrobat Reader DC
Anaconda
ANSYS
Adina
Arena
AspenOne
AutoCad with Civil 3D
Bentley Systems (STAAD, Bluebeam, MaxSurf, MultiFrame)
BlueJ
Cadence
CodeBlocks with C++
COMSOL
Coral Point Count with Excel Extensions
Corona Labs Version
PTC Creo
Cygwin
Eclipse
DataFIT
Dropbox
Eclipse
IBM SPSS
Java JDK / JRE
JMP Pro
Integrated Data Viewer
Labview
MATLAB
Microsoft Office Products (Excel, Powerpoint, Publisher, Word, Access)
Microsoft Visio Professional
Microsoft Visual Studio
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Microsoft Project
Notepad++
NX CAD
OpenOffice Suite
OpenBugs
Oracle NetBeans
Polymath
PuTTY
Python Charm
R for Windows GUI front-end
Rocscience
RStudio
SAP Lumira
TRANSCAD
VLC Media Player
Visual Analysis
WinBUGS
XMING
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